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[1] This study examines the sensitivity of “top-down” quantiﬁcation of Chinese black
carbon (BC) emissions to the temporal resolution of surface observations and to the
transport model error associated with the grid resolution and wet deposition. At two
rural sites (Miyun in North China Plain and Chongming in Yangtze River Delta), the
model-inferred emission bias based on hourly BC observations can differ by up to 41%
from that based on monthly mean observations. This difference relates to the intrinsic
inability of the grid-based model in simulating high pollution plumes, which often exert a
larger inﬂuence on the arithmetic mean of observations at monthly time steps. Adopting the
variation of BC to carbon monoxide correlation slope with precipitation as a suitable
measure to evaluate the model’s wet deposition, we found that wet removal of BC in the
model was too weak, due in part to the model’s underestimation of large precipitation
events. After ﬁltering out the observations during high pollution plumes and large
precipitation events for which the transport model error should not be translated into the
emission error, the inferred emission bias changed from 11% (without ﬁltering) to 2%
(with ﬁltering) at the Miyun site, and from 22% to +1% at the Chongming site. Using
surface BC observations from three more rural sites (located in Northeast, Central, and
Central South China, respectively) as constraints, our top-down estimate of total BC
emissions over China was 1.80  0.65 Tg/yr in 2006, 0.5% lower than the bottom-up
inventory of Zhang et al. (2009) but with smaller uncertainty.
Citation: Wang, X., Y. Wang, J. Hao, Y. Kondo, M. Irwin, J. W. Munger, and Y. Zhao (2013), Top-down estimate of
China’s black carbon emissions using surface observations: Sensitivity to observation representativeness and transport
model error, J. Geophys. Res. Atmos., 118, 5781–5795, doi:10.1002/jgrd.50397.

1.

Introduction

[2] Black carbon (BC) aerosol, emitted mainly from incomplete combustion of fossil fuel and biomass, is known to
have adverse effects on air quality, visibility, human health,
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and radiation balance [Dachs and Eisenreich, 2000; Jacobson,
2001; Ramanathan and Carmichael, 2008]. China is regarded
as the largest BC emitter in the world, contributing about 25%
of the global total emissions [Bond et al., 2004; Cooke et al.,
1999; Ramanathan and Carmichael, 2008]. However,
bottom-up estimates of BC emissions in China, based on
emission factors and statistical data of combustion activities,
are subject to large uncertainties [Bond et al., 2004; Cao
et al., 2006; Lei et al., 2011; Lu et al., 2011; Qin and Xie,
2012; Streets et al., 2001, 2003a, 2003b; Zhang et al., 2009].
For example, the reported uncertainty of China’s bottom-up
BC inventory is 484%, 208%, and 98%, respectively,
by Streets et al. [2003a], Zhang et al. [2009], and Lu et al.
[2011]. The large uncertainty in the inventory data arises partly
from BC emission factors which are mostly taken from those
in western countries with few ﬁeld measurements of combustion processes in China, and partly from the challenges of
obtaining accurate activity data in China.
[3] Atmospheric measurements of BC concentrations at
representative locations have provided independent “topdown” constraints on BC emissions, particularly when used
in conjunction with chemical transport models or climate
models that simulate the atmospheric processes of BC from
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emissions to atmospheric concentrations and deposition
[Carmichael et al., 2003; Hakami et al., 2005; Park et al.,
2005; 2010; Hu et al., 2009; Koch et al., 2009; Fu et al.,
2012; Kondo et al., 2011b]. After allowing for the measurement uncertainty, one can evaluate model-calculated BC
with available observations, attributing the difference to the
bias in the emission inventory and/or model processes. A
few studies have evaluated BC emission inventories over
China using this approach, and their “top-down” estimates
of Chinese BC emissions are all larger than the bottom-up
estimates that are mostly based on the inventory of Bond
et al. [2004]. Park et al. [2005], by comparing the modeled
BC concentrations with aircraft observations during NASA
Transport and Chemical Evolution over the Paciﬁc aircraft
campaign in spring 2001, suggested that the BC inventory of
Bond et al. [2004] underestimated Chinese BC emissions by
about 60%. Koch et al. [2009] reported that the majority of
models participating in the AeroCom model intercomparison
project underestimated BC surface measurements in China
by more than 50%, suggesting a likely 50% underestimate of
Chinese BC emissions by the inventory of Bond et al. [2004]
and Cofala et al. [2007] used by the AeroCom models.
Through comparison of Goddard Earth Observing System
(GEOS)-Chem model results with BC measurements at 10
surface sites in China, Fu et al. [2012] estimated that all previous bottom-up inventories underestimated BC emissions in
China by at least 60%. Kondo et al. [2011b] conducted a
detailed modeling analysis of continuous BC measurements
at a remote site (Cape Hedo) in East China Sea in combination
with a chemical transport model (Community Multiscale Air
Quality). They derived the total of BC emissions in China
(1.92 Tg/yr) which were very close to the bottom-up inventory
of Zhang et al. [2009] (1.81 Tg/yr).
[4] There are at least three major factors that can cause
biases among the model-derived “top-down” estimates of
Chinese BC emissions illustrated above: (1) the representativeness of observations employed to constrain regional-scale
emissions, which depends on where the observational sites
are relative to the location of emissions and whether or not
the transport patterns sample randomly and uniformly across
the region or have preferential paths; (2) the aggregation error
of assuming uniform emission adjustments for a region instead
of letting emissions be adjusted heterogeneously; and (3) the
transport model error associated with grid resolution, wet
deposition, and transport. The focus of this study is on the
representativeness error and transport model error. Although
we will brieﬂy discuss the impact of the aggregation error,
lacking a spatially comprehensive data set of BC observations
prevents us from examining the aggregation error in detail.
[5] As BC measurements are scarce in China, the observations used by many of the “top-down” studies are either
from short period measurements or include urban sites not
suitable to represent regional characteristics. Furthermore,
most studies use monthly or annual mean observations for
model comparison, which can be inﬂuenced by highconcentration events more of local scale. Through statistical
analysis for both measured and modeled data points,
Gilardoni et al. [2011] pointed out that monthly or annual
mean observations might not be suitable for evaluating BC
modeling. Schaap et al. [2011] illustrated that using observational data with higher temporal resolution (hourly data)
generated more accurate model evaluation for secondary

inorganic aerosols. Only two studies were found to use the
hourly data [Hakami et al., 2005; Kondo et al., 2011b].
Hakami et al. [2005] adopted hourly observations from
10 sites in Asia, within which only one site is located inside
China (Yulin). However, observations from the Yulin site
were not used in their top-down emission estimates, as
they found this site was inﬂuenced by local sources. The
top-down estimate of Kondo et al. [2011b] is based on
hourly BC observations at a remote site (Cape Hedo)
located along the East China Sea. With only one site outside
China to constrain the emissions of the whole county, they
conducted careful analysis using both model and observations to identify the Chinese outﬂows and to correct for the
transport effect. Finally, previous studies did not employ
the relationship between BC and other species as additional
constraints. For example, the correlation between BC and
carbon monoxide (CO), which has similar sources as BC
but different loss processes in the atmosphere, can provide
useful information on emission types and the inﬂuence
of wet deposition on BC. Emission estimates of CO from
China are also subject to large uncertainties. The bottomup inventory of Zhang et al. [2009] estimated annual CO
emissions in China to be 167 Tg in 2006 with an uncertainty
of 185%, similar to the inventory of Street et al. [2006].
Zhao et al. [2012] suggested that the interannual variations
of CO emissions in China were small from 2005 to 2009,
with the national total emissions around 179 Tg/yr. Using
surface observations and CO retrievals from MOPITT (Measurement of Pollution in the Troposphere) satellite instrument
as observational constraints, Tanimoto et al. [2008] derived a
top-down CO emission estimate of 170 Tg for China. Bian
et al. [2010] compared the simulated CO columns by the Goddard Global Ozone Chemistry Aerosol Radiation and Transport
(GOCART) model using the inventory of Zhang et al. [2009]
with MOPITT CO retrievals and found a difference of less than
20%. This difference was attributed not only to the anthropogenic emissions but also to biomass burning emissions and the
OH levels in the model. From these studies, it seems that the bias
of CO emissions in Zhang et al. [2009] is less than 20%. Many
measurement studies have analyzed the observed relationship
between BC and CO [Andreae et al., 2008; Li et al., 2007;
Pan et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011b; Han et al., 2009; Verma
et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2009], but fewer modeling analysis have
explored these observational constraints to evaluate the model’s
performance in simulating wet removal of BC.
[6] To address the issues above, this study examines
the sensitivity of “top-down” quantiﬁcation of Chinese BC
emissions to the choice of observational data. Using hourly
measurements of BC and CO at two rural sites in China,
we will present a detailed analysis of the model-observation
comparison to ﬁlter out those data not representative of
regional emissions or heavily inﬂuenced by the model’s transport errors instead of by emissions. The observed BC to CO
correlation and its variation with precipitation will be used to
evaluate the model’s wet deposition process and to quantify
the bias of wet deposition simulation on BC emission estimate.
By comparing top-down BC emission estimate derived from
carefully selected hourly observations with that from simple
monthly mean observations, we will estimate the uncertainty
of top-down emissions due to observation representativeness
and model transport error. Finally, with the improved uncertainty estimates, we will use monthly mean observations at
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55°N

adopted in this work since this modiﬁcation resulted in a lower
correlation between modeled and observed BC at the surface
sites employed here.
[9] The dry removal process is based on a standard
resistance-in-series model dependent on the local surface
type and meteorological conditions [Wesely, 1989]. For
comparing with the 2010 observations at the two hourly sites
(to be presented in section 2.3), the simulation is from
October 2009 to December 2010, with the ﬁrst 3 months as
initialization. Model results for 2010 are used for analysis.
For comparing with the 2006 observations at the other sites,
the simulation is from October 2005 to December 2006, and
the model results for 2006 are used for analyses.
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Figure 1. Locations of the ﬁve observation sites (black
circles). The Miyun (MY) and Chongming (CM) sites are
continuous sites with hourly observations. The color shading
indicates anthropogenic BC emissions in 2006 [Zhang et al.,
2009]. The green rectangles indicate the ﬁve regions used to
evaluate China’s BC emissions deﬁned in Figure 2.
three other rural sites in China for which we do not have access
to hourly observations to derive top-down BC emissions for
the whole China.

2.

Model and Observation Description

2.1. Model Description
[7] In this study, we used the nested-grid GEOS-Chem
model [Bey et al., 2001; Chen et al., 2009; Wang et al.,
2004] driven by meteorological data assimilated by the
Goddard Earth Observing System (GEOS) at the NASA
Global Modeling and Assimilation Ofﬁce, version 9-1-2.
The structure of the nested-grid GEOS-Chem model involves
a window with a uniform horizontal resolution of 0.5  0.667
embedded in a lower resolution of 4  5 global background.
The nested-grid GEOS-Chem retains the generic high horizontal resolution of the GEOS-5 meteorological data over the
nested regional domain (70 E–150 E, 11 S–55 N) which
includes all of China, its neighboring countries and a signiﬁcant portion of the northwestern Paciﬁc [Wang et al., 2004;
Chen et al., 2009]. The higher resolution nested-grid simulation uses lateral boundary conditions provided by the lower
resolution global model that are updated every 3 h.
[8] The standard simulation of BC in GEOS-Chem mainly
follows the Georgia Tech/Goddard Global Ozone Chemistry
Aerosol Radiation and Transport (GOCART) model [Chin
et al., 2002] with a few modiﬁcations. The model assumes
that 80% of emitted BC are hydrophobic, which become
hydrophilic with an e-folding time of 1.15 days [Cooke et al.,
1999; Chin et al., 2002]. The wet removal process follows
the scheme used by Liu et al. [2001], which includes
in-cloud rainout (only for hydrophilic BC) and below-cloud
washout (for hydrophilic and hydrophobic BC) for both large
scale and convection precipitation. We added the correction
for the fractional area distribution between in-cloud and
below-cloud scavenging as implemented by Wang et al.
[2011a]. A size-dependent parameterization of below-cloud
scavenging rate proposed by Wang et al. [2011a] was not

2.2. BC Emission Inventories
[10] The standard GEOS-Chem simulation uses the gridded
global annual BC emission inventory of Bond et al. [2004] for
2000 as anthropogenic BC emissions. In this study, anthropogenic BC emissions over East Asia are replaced by the newer
inventory of Zhang et al. [2009], including both fossil fuel and
biofuel emissions. The annual total of Chinese BC emission
for 2006 is 1.81 Tg (208% uncertainty, 95% conﬁdence
interval) from this inventory, which is about 33% larger than
that of Bond et al. [2004] for emissions in 2000. The spatial
correlation of the two inventories over China is 0.7. Zhang
et al. [2009] also provided monthly variation factors of emissions, which are mainly derived from temperature differences
in different seasons. We implemented the monthly variations
factors for North China (north of Yangtze River) but not for
South China (south of Yangtze River) as the variation of
temperature and associated change in BC emissions from the
residential sector are small by month in the south. Although
two newer inventories are available for China [Lu et al.,
2011; Qin and Xie, 2012], they are both based on the work
of Zhang et al. [2009] with scaling factors to derive emissions
for more recent years. Furthermore, unlike Zhang et al. [2009],
these newer inventories do not include CO emissions, which
are used in this study. The spatial distribution of anthropogenic
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Figure 2. The 1 day back trajectories analyses for the ﬁve
observation sites. The green rectangles indicate the ﬁve
regions used to evaluate China’s BC emissions.
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Table 1. Summary of BC Measurements at the Five Selected Sites

Site

Observed
Period

Miyun
Chongming
Longfengshanb
Taiyangshanb
Gaolanshanb

Apr–Oct 2010
Apr–Oct 2010
2006
2006
2006

a

Sampling
Frequency
1 min
2 min
24 h
24 h
24 h

BC Concentration (mg/m3)a
Data Used

Method

Spring

Summer

Fall

Winter

Hourly mean
Hourly mean
Monthly mean
Monthly mean
Monthly mean

Optical
Optical
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal

1.78 (1.81)
1.11 (1.11)
1.52
1.99
2.67

2.31 (2.37)
1.42 (1.35)
1.08
1.51
2.11

2.41 (2.17)
0.86 (0.80)
2.47
3.33
3.72

4.26
2.73
6.23

Concentrations were 24 h averages, for Miyun and Chongming; the numbers in the brackets were daytime averages (8–18 LT).
Zhang et al. [2008].

b

BC emissions over China is shown in Figure 1. BC emissions
from open biomass burning are taken from the Global Fire
Emission Database version 3 (GFED3) [van der Werf et al.,
2010], which is derived using Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer ﬁre counts to determine the locations and
periods of active ﬁre hot spots. The GFED3 data used here
has monthly resolution and covers the period from 1997 to
2010. According to the GFED3 inventory, biomass burning,
even in the peak month, contributes to less than 1.5% of total
BC emissions over North China Plain and Yangtze River
Delta where we have hourly observations. Therefore, we did
not adopt the daily resolved GFED inventory.
2.3. Observations and Region Deﬁnition
[11] Surface observations suitable to evaluate the model
performance and emission inventory should be able to provide
regional and seasonal information. Observations from ﬁve
rural sites in China (Figure 1) are used in this study, two of
which are continuous measurements of our own and the others
are monthly mean observations published previously. The
1 day back trajectory analyses (Figure 2) were conducted over
the whole study period for each of the ﬁve sites following the
method of Wang et al. [2011b]. Based on the extent and
density of the trajectories, we tentatively selected ﬁve regions
over which observations at the ﬁve sites can represent, respectively: Northeast China (NEC), Center South China (CSC),
Center China (CC), North China Plain (NCP), and Yangtze
River Delta (YRD). These ﬁve regions are shown in Figures 1
and 2. Emissions from the ﬁve regions account for 78% of the
national total emissions according to the inventory of Zhang
et al. [2009]. Other regions not represented by the sites are
denoted as the Other Regions of China (ORC). Compared with
previous top-down studies which did not distinguish subregions within China [Wang et al., 2011a; Fu et al., 2012], the
back trajectory analysis conducted here reduces the representativeness error of using only a few available sites to constrain
China’s total BC emissions.
[12] Our continuous observations were conducted at
Miyun (MY, 40 290 N, 116 46.450 E, 152 m above sea level
(asl)) and Chongming (CM, 31 310 N, 121 540 E, 24 m asl).
The MY site is in a rural area located about 100 km northeast
of the Beijing urban area. BC concentrations were measured
every minute by the Continuous Soot Monitoring System
(COSMOS, Kanomax Instruments, Japan), using an optical
absorption method at a wavelength of 565 nm. BC observations at MY were discussed in detail by Wang et al. [2011a].
Further information about the MY site and the COSMOS
instrument can be found in previous papers [Kondo et al.,
2009, 2011a; Miyazaki et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2008,
2009, 2010] and are not repeated here. The CM site is

located on the east side of the Chongming Island, about
50 km northeast of the Shanghai urban area. The site resides
inside a national reserve for migratory birds, and its surroundings are mainly wetlands. BC was measured every 2 min with
an Aethalometer (Magee Scientiﬁc, Berkeley, California,
USA, Model AE-31). At a 590 nm wavelength channel, the
results of COSMOS and Aethalometer agree quite well with
a R2 of 0.94 [Miyazaki et al., 2008]. Both instruments have a
precision of 10%. There are no major anthropogenic sources
within 20 km of either site, so observations from MY and
CM can reﬂect regional characteristics of atmospheric BC
concentrations of NCP and YRD in China, respectively. Both
sites measure CO concurrently with BC, and there are also
continuous measurements of SO2, O3, and CO2 at MY. Due
to the shallow boundary layer height and lower wind speeds
unfavorable for mixing, nighttime observations may be more
sensitive to local emissions. In addition, chemical transport
models also perform poorly in simulating nighttime stratiﬁcation of surface air [Liu and Liang, 2010]. Therefore, only
daytime observations at the two sites are used in the analysis
below. The observation period is from April to November
2010 for MY and April to October 2010 for CM. Daytime
observations at the two sites during this period are summarized
in Table 1.
[13] Surface observations from three other rural sites that
cover other major regions in China were obtained from
published papers. The three sites are Longfengshan (LFS,
44 43.80 N, 127 360 E, 331 m asl), Taiyangshan (TYS,
29 10.20 N, 111 42.60 E, 536 m asl), and Gaolanshan
(GLS, 36 N, 105 510 E, 1531 m asl) (Figure 1), which provide
regional characteristics of BC over NEC, CSC, and CC,
respectively. The three sites belong to a carbonaceous aerosol
measurement network in 2006 published by Zhang et al.
[2008] with the observation period from January to December
2006. We selected them because they are all located at rural
mountains/hills without large local sources, representing the
regional conditions. The three sites were used as observational
constraints for Chinese BC emissions in previous modeling
studies [Fu et al., 2012; Koch et al., 2009]. BC at the three
sites were measured using the thermal-chemical method every
third day, so the published monthly mean data are the averages
from about 10 days’ observations. The location of the sites is
shown in Figure 1, and the data summary is given in Table 1.
Seasonal mean BC concentrations at the ﬁve sites range from
1.1 to 6.3 mg/m3.

3.

Model Evaluation

[14] Two types of model evaluation are presented in this
section. First, monthly mean model results are compared
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Figure 3. Spatial distribution of modeled BC in (a) January, (b) April, (c) July, and (d) October 2010,
overlaid with monthly mean BC observations at the ﬁve sites (colored circles).
with monthly mean BC observations, which is the typical
evaluation approach adopted in previous modeling study
[Fu et al., 2012]. Second, hourly mean model results are
compared with hourly mean observations at the two continuous sites (MY and CM) to examine if the use of higher
resolution data results in different quantiﬁcation of model
biases. As hourly mean observations can provide more information on atmospheric processes than the monthly mean
data, the former are analyzed further to examine the biases
in model processes other than emissions. To ensure consistent comparison, monthly mean observations at MY and
CM are derived from the same set of daytime-only hourly
mean observations used for model evaluation.
3.1. Evaluation Using Monthly Observations
[15] Figure 3 shows the spatial distribution of modeled BC
surface concentrations over China in January, April, July,
and October 2010, overlaid with monthly mean observations
at the ﬁve observation sites. BC concentrations are much
higher in winter than in summer, partly due to higher emissions in winter over North China. The shallower boundary
layer in winter and enhanced wet deposition in summer also
explain the seasonality of BC. In terms of spatial variation,
BC is higher over east China where emissions are higher
than over the west, and the highest concentrations are around
NCP and the Sichuan Basin. The spatial distribution of simulated BC concentrations is similar in different seasons and
resembles that of the emission inventory (Figure 1) because
of the relatively short lifetime of BC in the atmosphere. The
model reproduces observed BC at most of the sites in spring,
summer, and fall but tends to underestimate observations in
winter. Modeled BC at GLS is much lower than observations in every season. Compared with Wang et al. [2011a]

and Fu et al. [2012], which adopted the same observations
at the three published rural sites (LFS, TYS, and GLS), the
model-to-observation comparison shown in Figure 3 is
consistent with their results in terms of spatial patterns, but
our model results show smaller biases. Although the same
inventory was used in their studies, Wang et al. [2011a]
did not implement the monthly emission factors, whereas
Fu et al. [2012] used one set of monthly emission factors
for all of China. As stated before, we implemented the
monthly variations factors only for regions north of the
Yangtze River, as the variation of temperature and associated change in BC emissions from the residential sector are
small by month in the south.
[16] Figure 4 compares the monthly variation of modeled
and observed BC at the individual sites. The model well
reproduces the mean concentrations and the month-to-month
variation of BC observed at LFS (Figure 4a) and MY
(Figure 4d). Although the general monthly variation is also
well reproduced by the model at CM (Figure 4e), the model
overestimates observed BC by about 37% before July. We
found that the monthly mean wind speeds in the model were
lower than observations before June, which partly explains
the overestimation. The simulated BC concentrations at TYS
(Figure 4b) are similar to observations except in January and
February, and the model has an overall positive bias of 36%
at this site. Unlike the other four sites, the model shows a large
underestimation of 74% at GLS (Figure 4c).
[17] The differences between modeled and observed concentrations can be caused by biases in both emission inventories
and model processes. Furthermore, the arithmetic mean of
observations at monthly time steps, the most commonly
reported metric of surface observations and typically adopted
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Figure 4. Monthly mean concentrations of observed (black) and modeled (red) BC at the ﬁve surface sites.
by the top-down modeling analyses, can be greatly inﬂuenced
by outliers, i.e., high pollution events of episodic nature. For
example, in our previous study [Wang et al., 2011b], we found
that the high monthly mean concentration of BC observed in
October 2010 at MY was caused by a 3 day pollution event in
early October and did not reﬂect the typical observations in that
month [cf. Wang et al., 2011a, Table 3]. This explains why the
model does not reproduce the observation in October at MY
(Figure 4d). The discrepancy in this case relates more to the
model’s transport and resolution than to the emission inventory.

(a) MY

(b) CM

Figure 5. Hourly mean concentrations of observed (black
lines) and modeled (red lines) BC at the (a) Miyun and
(b) Chongming site.

The representativeness issue of monthly mean observations
was not addressed in previous top-down modeling studies
[Koch et al., 2009; Fu et al., 2012].
3.2. Evaluation Using Hourly Observations
[18] Figure 5 compares the time series of measured and
simulated hourly BC at the MY and CM site with continuous
hourly observations. Figure 6 shows the scatter plots of
the comparison. The correlation coefﬁcient square (R2) of
measured and simulated hourly BC is 0.37 and 0.36 at MY
and CM, respectively. The model reproduces the temporal
variation of BC at the two sites, although it underestimates
many of the episodic peaks in the observation. The overall
model bias is 11% and 22% against hourly observations
at MY and CM, respectively, compared to that of 9% and
+42% based on monthly mean observations during the same
period. These biases are calculated using the same method,
which is the correlation slope between modeled and
observed concentrations at each site (cf. Figure 6 for hourly
and Figure 11 for monthly). Because of the small number of
data points for the monthly mean comparison (a maximum
of 12 for a year) (Figure 11), the correlation slope and thus
calculated model bias can be easily affected by 1 or 2 months
of bad model performance (outliers). In contrast, hourly data
provide directly point-to-point comparison at every hour and
offer a much larger database for model evaluation at each
site (Figure 6). Because of the large amount of data points
available, individual points cannot change the overall slope
signiﬁcantly for the hourly case. This explains the large
differences in the calculated model biases when using the
same set of underlying observation data but with different
temporal resolutions.
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Figure 6. Modeled (y axis) versus observed (x axis) hourly mean BC concentrations at the (a) Miyun and
(b) Chongming site. The correlation slope of all the data is shown by the black solid line, and the 1:1 slope
is shown as a dashed black line. The pollution plumes are displayed as red dots, and the red line indicates
the correlation slope after excluding these data. The green dots are the data with accumulated precipitation
(AP) > 10 mm/day, and the green line indicates the slope after excluding these data. The squares of the
correlation coefﬁcient (R2) and the correlation slope are shown inside the ﬁgure.

[19] We assume that the episodic peaks in observations are
primarily caused by pollution plumes originating from occasional localized emissions or upwind urban areas. Given its
spatial resolution (0.5  0.667 ), the model is incapable of
simulating transport events at the subgrid scale responsible
for those peaks and tends to smear out and dilute BC concentrations of the pollution plumes within its grids. For
example, as shown in Figure 5a, the model captures the
episodic enhancement in BC around August 1 and 10 at
MY, but it largely underestimates the observed concentrations. Similar examples can be found at CM (Figure 5b),
(a) Miyun

(b) Chongming

Figure 7. The differences of modeled and observed hourly
BC concentrations (modeled minus observed) versus observed
concentrations at the (a) Miyun and (b) Chongming site. Red
circles indicate the pollution plumes.

such as around July 1 and October 7. The model’s low bias
in these cases relates to the intrinsic inability of a grid-based,
coarse-resolution model to simulate concentrated pollution
plumes and hence should not be corrected simply by scaling
up regional BC emissions. Therefore, these plume events
should be excluded when using the modeled-to-observed
BC difference to infer a correction factor of regional BC
emissions. Since the episodic pollution plumes are typically
featured with simultaneous enhancements of other primary
pollutants besides BC, the concurrent measurements of both
BC and CO are employed to identify these pollution periods.
The hourly mean observations with both BC and CO exceeding their highest 10-percentile concentration of the whole
observation period are assigned as belonging to the plume
cases. The 10-percentile threshold of BC is 4.5 mg/m3 at MY
and 2.7 mg/m3 at CM, and that of CO is 1087 ppbv at MY
and 753 ppbv at CM. The data points belonging to the plume
cases are shown as red in Figure 7 which displays the difference between modeled and observed BC (modeled minus
observed) as a function of observed BC. The plume cases
identiﬁed here account for about 3% and 7% of all the data
at MY and CM, respectively. As shown in Figure 7, the model
underestimates most of the plume cases, providing independent evidence that these data are likely to be inﬂuenced by
the pollution plumes. Sensitivity calculations are conducted
by setting the threshold to the highest ﬁfth percentile and the
highest 15th percentile in order to estimate the uncertainty
associated with the plume selection (to be represented later).
It should be mentioned that the data points identiﬁed as
the plume cases may not be all underestimated by the
model. Some data in this event may even be overestimated
because of model transport errors. During the plume periods,
the observations are not suitable to reﬂect typical emission
conditions regardless of the performance of the model. Exclusion of the plume cases identiﬁed based on BC and CO
observations is aimed to remove as much inﬂuence from the
nonrepresentative observational data as possible, rather than
simply discarding those data points largely underestimated by
the model.
[20] It is difﬁcult to separately examine the model’s performance on simulating different atmospheric processes of BC,
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Figure 8. Comparison of observed (black) and modeled
(red) daily precipitation at the (a) Miyun and (b) Chongming
site. The observations are averages of several meteorological
stations in proximity of the BC sites.
such as transport and dry deposition. However, as the major
sink of BC, wet deposition is typically simulated using parameterization schemes relating to precipitation that can be evaluated with observed precipitation. Here we used the observed
precipitation (the temporal resolution of 6 h) at meteorological
stations from China National Meteorological Information
Center (http://www.nmic.gov.cn/) to evaluate the precipitation
ﬁeld of the model. Figure 8 compares the observed daily precipitation at the meteorological station closest to MY and CM with
the assimilated daily precipitation from the GEOS-5 meteorological ﬁelds for each site. The R2 of observed and simulated
daily precipitation is 0.48 at MY and only 0.1 at CM. The
model does quite well when predicting rain events but underestimates the precipitation amount in the days with heavy rain.
Compared to observations, the GEOS-5 assimilated precipitation has an overall underestimation of 19% and 40% at MY
and CM, respectively, during the measurement period. This
suggests a possible underestimation of BC’s wet deposition
by the model.
[21] The relationship between BC and precipitation is
examined further as a possible criterion to diagnose the bias
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of the model’s wet deposition scheme. As BC concentrations
at one location are affected by wet deposition not only at the
sampling location but also along the transport trajectory,
precipitation data were taken from the average observation
of 6 h accumulated precipitation (AP) recorded at several
meteorological stations around the MY and CM site. For
convenience, we converted the unit of AP from millimeters
per 6 h to millimeters per day in later discussions. The
observed AP for the MY site is obtained from six meteorological sites within 150 km radius of the BC measurement
location (Beijing urban, Miyun, Mentougou, Gaobeidian,
and Wuqing), while the observed AP for CM is taken from
two meteorological sites (Baoshan and Xujiahui). We found
no clear relationship between the model’s discrepancy of BC
and observed AP on the hourly resolution (Figure S2 in the
supporting information), suggesting the confounding effects
of the emission bias and transport error on diagnosing the
wet deposition bias at individual hours. The measured and
simulated BC concentrations were then averaged at different
levels of observed AP, and the results are compared in
Figure 9. The data are divided into three groups by precipitation: AP = 0, 0 < AP ≤ 10, and AP > 10 mm/day. Analyses
using different precipitation thresholds were also conducted
(results not shown), which conﬁrms that our following
analysis on the model’s wet deposition bias is not sensitive
to the choice of AP. The mixing ratios of CO, an insoluble
tracer with similar sources as BC, are also shown in the
ﬁgure. At MY (Figure 9a), observed BC and CO both show
a general trend of increase with AP when AP < 10 mm/day,
while at CM (Figure 9b), the observed BC and CO ﬁrst
decrease then increase with AP. As CO is affected primarily
by transport, the fact that observed BC does not always
decrease with increasing precipitation but exhibits similar
trends as CO is an indication that transport patterns are
different with different AP. As a result, the surface site
may sample air masses of different source signatures when
it rains or not. The model reproduces the observed change
of both BC and CO with AP at MY for AP < 10 mm/day,
but the modeled BC does not decrease as shown by the
observations when precipitation is large (AP > 10 mm/day),
suggesting that the model underestimates wet deposition
of BC. The model has a poorer ability to reproduce the
observed change of BC and CO with AP at CM. In contrast
to observations, the simulated BC and CO both increase with
AP at CM from AP = 0 to 0 < AP ≤ 10 mm/day. As CM is a
coastal site, it is expected that the model cannot fully reproduce
the more complicated, small-scale, land-sea circulation at CM.
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Figure 9. Variations of observed (solid lines) and modeled (dashed lines) concentrations of BC (black)
and CO (blue) with different ranges of accumulative precipitation (AP) at (a) Miyun and (b) Chongming.
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Figure 10. Observed (black) and modeled (red) BC-CO correlation slopes in different AP ranges at
(a) Miyun and (b) Chongming. The BC-CO scatter plots from which the correlation slopes are derived
are provided in the supporting information.

[22] Because of the inﬂuence from transport, the relationship between BC and precipitation cannot be used as a
robust measure to represent the impact of wet deposition
on BC. In our previous study [Wang et al., 2011b], we
showed that BC and CO had a strong positive correlation
at MY, as their variances were affected by the same atmospheric transport and that the correlation slope between BC
and CO always decreased with AP. We found the same
phenomenon for BC and CO at CM. As BC and CO have
similar sources and transport process, the difference is that
BC is largely removed by wet deposition but CO not. Therefore, the ratio of BC to CO, in the form of BC-CO correlation slopes in the atmosphere, is expected to be lower
as precipitation increases. The BC-CO correlation slopes
for different AP groups are shown in Figure 10, and the
BC-CO scatter plots are provided in the supporting information.
The observed BC-CO slopes at MY and CM decline slightly
when AP increases from 0 to 10 mm/day, and become much
lower as AP exceeds 10 mm/day. The signiﬁcant trend of
decrease of the measured BC-CO slopes with precipitation
at both sites indicates the predominant inﬂuence of wet
removal on the BC-CO ratio. Therefore, the BC-CO correlation slope is a suitable measure to evaluate the model’s
ability of simulating wet deposition of BC based on atmospheric concentration observations.
[23] The simulated BC-CO correlation slopes at different
intervals of AP are also shown in Figure 10. The model
overestimates the BC-CO correlation slopes at both sites
regardless of AP. We argue that the absolute difference
between the observed and simulated BC-CO correlation
slope is mainly caused by errors in emissions, while the
relative change of the BC-CO ratio with AP represents the
wet deposition effect. The model does not capture the
observed large decrease of the BC-CO correlation slope
from light precipitation (0 < AP ≤ 10 mm/day) to larger
precipitation (AP > 10 mm/day) at both sites. In contrast to
observations, the simulated BC-CO slope at MY shows an
increase, indicating that the wet removal process of BC in
the model is too weak compared to that inferred from observations. It is difﬁcult to provide a quantitative estimate of
how much the model has underestimated wet deposition
in this study because the model’s transport error likely also
contributes to the discrepancy between the observed and
simulated BC-CO correlation slopes, and we cannot separately
estimate the two types of errors. The counterfactual increase of

BC-CO ratio from small precipitation (AP < 1 mm/day) to
large precipitation (AP > 10 mm/day) at MY predicted by
the model is likely caused by the model’s transport error.
The impact of transport on the BC-CO ratio depends on the
upwind source regions. As shown by the back trajectories in
Figure 2, the MY site samples two major types of air masses,
which were referred to as the Siberian air mass group (northern
air mass) and the NCP air mass group (southern air mass),
respectively, in our prior paper [Wang et al., 2011b]. We
found that the mean BC-CO ratio for the southern air mass
group was a factor of 2 larger than that for the northern air
mass group [Wang et al., 2011b]. As the model fails to simulate the precipitation well, this indicates the model may not
simulate well the transport transition between north and south
air masses during precipitation events, causing the BC-CO
ratio to increase during precipitation. As we cannot provide
a quantiﬁcation of the wet deposition bias, a simple approach
is to exclude the data during large precipitation events (AP
10 mm/day) from the analysis of emission estimation.
[24] The model’s bias in simulating wet deposition of BC
can be attributed to problems in simulating precipitation, BC
aging process, in-cloud, and below-cloud wet removal. We
showed above that the amount of precipitation predicted by
the GEOS-5 assimilated meteorology was lower than that
observed at the two sites. The aging process of BC is closely
connected with in-cloud wet removal but is not as strongly
connected to below-cloud removal, which scavenges BC
regardless of its hygroscopicity. The GEOS-Chem model
assumes that 80% of emitted BC is hydrophobic which
become hydrophilic in a constant e-folding time of 1.15 days
(27.6 h). This timescale varies from 24 h to 39 h in different
models [Koch et al., 2009; Park et al., 2003]. Some
models also parameterize BC’s aging process as a function
of oxidants (i.e., O3 and OH), the mixing state of aerosols,
and meteorological conditions [Croft et al., 2005; Huang
et al., 2012; Koch et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2011]. We
conducted a sensitivity simulation in which all the emitted
BC were hydrophilic. The simulated BC-CO correlation
slope reduced by 5% in the case of large precipitation (AP thinsp;> 10 mm/day), far from sufﬁcient
to correct for the overestimation shown in Figure 10.
Although both in-cloud and below-cloud wet removal are
connected with precipitation, in-cloud scavenging has a
weaker dependence on the amount of ground precipitation
than below-cloud scavenging does. In-cloud wet scavenging
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Figure 11. Modeled versus observed monthly mean BC concentrations at the ﬁve sites. The dashed
black line is the 1:1 line, and the correlation slope is shown as the solid black line. The squares of the
correlation coefﬁcient (R2) and slope are shown in each plot. (a, b, and c) Circles represent the 24 h mean
data at the monthly mean sites, and (d and e) triangles are daytime mean data at the MY and CM site where
we have hourly observations.
is determined by precipitation at the upper levels, rather than by
ground precipitation examined here. In contrast, below-cloud
scavenging at the surface level is determined by ground precipitation and can affect surface BC as soon as rain occurs. Therefore, given that the model’s bias is largest when ground
precipitation is largest, we speculate that the model bias is more
likely to be associated with below-cloud than with in-cloud
wet removal. Our argument here is different from that of Feng
[2007] and Wang et al. [2011a]. They suggested that the
below-cloud wet removal scheme of Liu et al. [2001]
overestimated BC scavenging because it did not consider
aerosol sizes. The addition of aerosol size distribution in
below-cloud scavenging scheme of the GEOS-Chem model
proposed by Wang et al. [2011a] was not adopted here, as
this modiﬁcation would result in an increase of model biases
when compared with MY and CM observations. Additional
observations of the vertical proﬁle of BC are needed to investigate this issue.

4.

Top-Down Emission Estimate

4.1. Inﬂuence of Different Data Use
[25] To derive the top-down constraints on BC emissions,
we adopted the typical assumption used in previous studies

that BC surface concentrations over China corresponded almost linearly to emission changes in China; thus, the mean
difference between modeled and observed BC concentrations can be used as a scaling factor to correct for the bias
of the BC emission inventory used in the model [Kondo
et al., 2011b; Fu et al., 2012] This linearity, which was
veriﬁed in our model’s sensitivity simulation in which emissions were increased by 50% (Figure S3 in the supporting
information), arises because of BC’s relatively short lifetime
and the linearity of wet removal on BC concentrations. The
mean difference between modeled and observed surface
concentrations are derived from their correlation slopes
of the reduced-major-axis regression that treats the two
variables as symmetrical (Figure 11) [Hirsch and Gilroy,
1984]. We ﬁrst examine the extent to which the top-down
emission estimation can vary when different observational
data are used as constraints: monthly observations, hourly
observations, and hourly observations after the exclusion
of the pollution cases and wet deposition inﬂuence.
[26] We ﬁrst use the monthly mean BC concentrations at the
ﬁve rural sites as observational constraints, and the emission
evaluation results are shown in Table 2. For example, the correlation slope between observed (x axis) and modeled (y axis)
monthly mean BC at LFS (Figure 11a) is 1.27, suggesting that

Table 2. The Emission Bias Derived at the Individual Sites Using Different Observational Data
Sitea

LFS

Monthly mean data
Hourly mean data
After excluding the plume cases
After excluding both the plume cases and AP > 1 mm points

1.27 0.14
-

a

b

c

GLS

MY

CM

1.36  0.32
-

0.26  0.05
-

0.91  0.21
0.89  0.02
0.94  0.02
0.98  0.02

1.42  0.41
0.78  0.01
1.02  0.02
1.01  0.02

LFS = Longfengshan, TYS = Taiyangshan, GLS = Gaolanshan, MY = Miyun, CM = Chongming.
Correlation slope between modeled and observed BC (Mod/Obs).
Standard deviation in the derivation of correlation slopes.

b
c

TYS
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the emission inventory used in the model overestimated
regional BC emissions sampled at LFS by 27%. Using the
monthly data as constraints, we estimated that the emission
inventory had a bias of +27% at LFS, +36% at TYS, +42%
at CM, 9% at MY, and 74% at GLS.
[27] As we have discussed in the previous section, using
hourly mean instead of monthly mean observations can
cause large differences in the magnitude of model biases.
At the MY and CM site, when hourly observations were used
as constraints, the bias of the emission inventory as derived
from the regression correlation slope (Figure 6 and Table 2)
was 11% at MY and 22% at CM. This can be compared
with the emission bias of 9% at MY and +42% at CM
derived before using the monthly mean observations.
[28] Although the true emissions were unknown, compared with monthly mean observations, the use of hourly
mean observations as constraints can improve emission estimate in three aspects. First, hourly observations enable a
direct point-to-point comparison between observation and
model. With only month mean information, it is difﬁcult
to separate the impact of outliers caused by local effects
(extremely high or low concentrations within 1 month)
on the overall model bias. Second, the nighttime data can
be excluded when hourly observations are available. The
monthly mean observations at MY and CM were compiled
after excluding the nighttime data because we have hourly
observations at these sites. When nighttime data were not
excluded at the two sites, the monthly mean concentrations showed a change of less than 10% for the observations
(cf. Table 1) but increased by 60% for the model results. Therefore, this exclusion of nighttime data avoids misinterpreting
the poor performance of the model in simulating nighttime
boundary layer as emission biases. This exclusion cannot
be done at the three other sites with only monthly mean observations. Third, when estimating annual emissions, there are
only 12 monthly mean observations available at a given site
to evaluate the emissions, and the results can be easily
affected by one or two bad simulation months. The amount
of hourly data points during the course of 1 year is large
enough to represent the average condition of emission biases
with statistical signiﬁcance.
[29] However, not all the hourly observations at hourly
time steps are representative of regional emissions. As
discussed above, the model has a poor ability to correctly
simulate the plume cases and large precipitation events at
MY and CM. The model’s deﬁciencies in the two cases
should not be transferred to corrections for the emission
inventory. Therefore, at the MY and CM sites, hourly observations after excluding the plume cases and large wet deposition inﬂuence (identiﬁed in section 3.2) are regarded as
the best possible data set of observational constraints for
regional emissions. The emission bias derived from the
regression correlation slope (Figure 6 and Table 2) was
2% at MY and +1% at CM. Compared with the bias of
11% at MY and 22% at CM derived from the hourly
observations without data exclusion, the differences are
large for both regions. Removal of the pollution cases from
the hourly data resulted in an increase of 5% and 24% for
the emission estimates at MY and CM, respectively, and
removal of the large precipitation cases made a difference
of 4% and 1% for the two regions (Table 2). The two data
exclusions have a much larger inﬂuence on the top-down

emission estimate at CM than MY because there were relatively more data points belonging to the two cases at CM
due to its coastal location and wetter climate. To estimate
the uncertainties from the two exclusions, we conducted sensitivity calculations in which the threshold of the pollution
cases varied from the highest ﬁfth percentile to the highest
15th percentile, and the AP threshold for the large precipitation cases varied from 0 to 20 mm/day. The resulting uncertainty was 2% at MY and 13% at CM for the pollution
cases and 1% at MY and 8% at CM for the wet deposition cases (Table 2).
[30] The 2% and 13% uncertainty for the pollution cases at
MY and CM, respectively, indicates the resolution error of the
0.5  0.667 resolution model used in this study. It does not
represent the resolution error of the coarser resolution models
used by previous studies. We conducted a 2  2.5 resolution
GEOS-Chem global simulation with the same emission inventory. The simulated monthly mean BC concentrations at
the ﬁve sites differ by a range from 1% to 68% between
the 2  2.5 resolution and 0.5  0.667 resolution simulations. This range of differences illustrates the extent of the
resolution error for the coarse resolution global model.
4.2. Aggregation Error
[31] Due to the scarcity of observations, we assume uniform emission changes for a broad region instead of letting
emissions be adjusted heterogeneously. This introduces
aggregation error in the top-down emissions. Previous studies
have quantiﬁed aggregation error for top-down constraints on
other species, such as CO, but not for BC. For example,
Kopacz et al. [2009] compared CO inversions over Asia using
the adjoint inversion method with the aggregated inversion of
Heald et al. [2004]. Without a spatially comprehensive data
set of BC observations, we cannot quantify or remove the
aggregation error. In this section, we discuss the potential
impact of aggregation error based on model sensitivity simulations. In the sensitivity simulation, we kept the total emissions
for each of the ﬁve regions (Figure 2) as the same as the
bottom-up inventory but removed the spatial heterogeneity
of emissions within each region by distributing the regional
total emissions equally over the grid boxes. We used Fagg to
denote the ratio of simulated BC concentrations at individual
sites between the sensitivity and standard simulation (section
2). Fagg is 1.9, 0.9, 1.9, 2.3, and 1.0 at the LFS, TYS, GLS,
MY, and CM, respectively. Comparison of Fagg among the
sites indicates that the CM and TYS sites are subject to smaller
aggregation error than the other three sites. It should be
emphasized that Fagg is derived using an unrealistic scenario
of regional homogeneous emissions, and consequently, it is
quite large in value. As a result, Fagg cannot be taken literally
as aggregation error, although it can be used to compare aggregation error across different sites.
4.3. Emission Estimate
[32] The focus of this study is to identify and quantify the
representativeness error and model error in top-down BC
emission estimates using observations with different temporal resolutions. The goal is to derive a top-down BC emission estimate over China in which the representativeness
error and the model error are largely reduced. In order to
derive the top-down emission estimate for different regions
in China, we assume that the emission bias derived at the
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Table 3. Comparison of the Bottom-Up [Zhang et al., 2009] and Top-Down BC Emissions Derived in This Study
Regiona
Represented by sitesb
Bottom-up emissions (Tg/yr)
Estimated emission biasc
Top-down emissions (Tg/yr)
Overall uncertainty of top-down emissions

NEC

CSC

CC

NCP

YRD

ORC

China Total

LFS

TYS

GLS

MY

CM

-

-

0.20
+27%
0.16
44%

0.63
+36%
0.46
53%

0.07
74%
0.27
42%

0.26
2%
0.26
10%

0.24
+1%
0.24
18%

0.41
0.41
37%

1.81
0.5%
1.80
36%

a
NEC = North East China, CSC = Center South China, CC = Center China, NCP = North China Plain, YRD = Yangtze River Delta, ORC = Other regions
of China.
b
LFS = Longfengshan, TYS = Taiyangshan, GLS = Gaolanshan, MY = Miyun, CM = Chongming.
c
Positive value means overestimation; negative value means underestimation.

ﬁve rural sites can be used to represent the mean bias of
regional emissions over the ﬁve regions they are located in
(Figure 2). The top-down emission estimate for NCP and
YRD regions is based on hourly observations at MY and
CM after excluding the pollution cases and wet deposition
cases. As hourly observations were not available at the other
sites, the top-down emission estimate for NEC, CSC, and
CC regions is based on monthly observations at LFS, TYS,
and GLS, respectively. As we do not have observations to
constrain emissions from ORC, the bottom-up BC emissions
over ORC are used in the summation of the national total
top-down emissions.
[33] As shown in Table 3, our ﬁnal evaluation of BC emissions by region is that the bottom-up inventory of Zhang
et al. [2009] overestimated BC emissions over YRD, NEC,
and CSC by 1%, 27%, and 36% but underestimated emissions over CC and NCP, regions by 74% and 2%, respectively. Our estimate of China BC emissions is 1.80 Tg in
2006, which is very close (0.5% lower) to that of Zhang
et al. [2009]. The bias of the bottom-up emission inventory
is different in different regions. For the two regions where
we used hourly observations (NCP and YRD), our topdown estimates were very close to the inventory (within
2%). Over NEC and CSC, the bottom-up inventory has
high biases of around 30%. The only region with large emission bias is CC, in which the inventory has underestimated
emissions by 74%.
[34] Sensitivity simulations using the top-down emissions
were conducted for January, April, July, and October.
According to Table 3, top-down BC emissions used in the
sensitivity simulations are 79%, 74%, 380%, 102%, and
99% of the original bottom-up emissions of Zhang et al.
[2009] over NEC, CSC, CC, NCP, and YRD, respectively.
The simulated concentrations at the corresponding sites are
about 83%, 80%, 340%, 109%, and 100% of the original
model results, respectively. The relative changes of BC concentrations are within 10% of those in emissions, further
conﬁrming our linearity assumption.
[35] The overall uncertainties shown in Table 3 are calculated as the RSS error (root of sum of squared error) of various
components. There are four components of uncertainties considered when the continuous hourly observations were used
at MY and CM: measurement uncertainty (10%); standard
deviation of the correlation slope between modeled and
observed hourly BC (2%), uncertainty in excluding the pollution cases (2% at MY and 13% at CM), and uncertainty in
excluding the wet removal cases (1% at MY and 8% at CM).
For the other regions with only monthly mean observations

at their representative sites, the overall uncertainty includes
the measurement uncertainty (10%), the standard deviation
of the correlation slope (14% at LFS, 32% at TYS, and 5%
at GLS), and a third term which reﬂects the representativeness
error of using monthly mean instead of hourly observations as
emission constraints. The representativeness error is taken as
41%, which is the largest difference between hourly derived
and monthly derived top-down emissions at MY and CM with
both hourly and monthly observations. The calculated overall
uncertainties in emission estimates are 44%, 53%, 42%, 10%,
and 18% for NEC, CSC, CC, NCP, and YRD, respectively.
We also assume that the uncertainty for ORC is the mean
uncertainty (RMS error) of that in other regions (37%). Based
on the emission estimates and uncertainties in each region, the
uncertainty of the top-down emission estimate for the whole
China is 36% (0.65 Tg). This uncertainty is much smaller
than that of the bottom-up inventory (208%).
[36] It should be mentioned that our top-down emissions
and the uncertainties presented above do not consider the
following three issues. First, due to the lack of observations,
we did not have top-down emission estimates for the ORC
region which contributes 22% of China’s total BC emissions
according to the inventory of Zhang et al. [2009]. Second,
our top-down emissions are quoted for 2006 to be consistent
with the bottom-up inventory used in the model and observations taken at the three monthly mean sites, but the emission
estimates at MY and CM are based on 2010 observations
and meteorology. Two studies were found to have estimated
the change of China’s BC emissions from 2006 to 2010
[Qin and Xie, 2012; Wang et al., 2012], but their results were
contradictory. Qin and Xie [2012] indicated that the overall
BC emissions in China increased by about 4% per year during
2006–2009, while Wang et al. [2012] suggested that the emissions decreased by about 3% per year during the same period.
Both studies attributed the increase/decrease mostly to the
regions other than NCP or YRD, such as Central China
for which our top-down estimates also gave the largest uncertainty. The third issue is the aggregation error. As discussed in
section 4.2, the aggregation error may differ by sites/regions,
but we cannot provide a quantitative estimate of this error in
the top-down estimates due to the limitation in observations.
Therefore, aggregation error is not included in the uncertainty
of our top-down estimates.
[37] For the MY and CM sites with both BC and CO measurements, we can evaluate the bottom-up emission inventory
by economic sectors using the BC-CO correlation slope. Emission ratios of BC and CO can vary largely from different
sectors. As shown in Table 4, observed BC-CO slopes are
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Table 4. BC/CO Emission Ratios of Different Sectors From Zhang et al. [2009] in NCP and YRD Together With BC-CO Correlation
Slopes of Measured and Simulated Results, Unit: mg m3/ppbv
NCP
YRD
a

Residential

Industry

Transport

Powera

Obs BC/CO

Mod BC/CO

0.0209
0.0146

0.0086
0.0062

0.0052
0.0056

0.0141
0.0133

0.0039
0.0042

0.0089
0.0074

The power sector emits very little of BC and CO.

much smaller than the modeled slopes at both sites, indicating that the bottom-up inventory of Zhang et al. [2009]
overestimated the BC/CO emission ratios over NCP and
YRD regions. Residential, industry, and transportation sectors
are the three major contributors to BC emissions in China. The
mean BC/CO emission ratio in industry and transport sector is
similar to the observed BC/CO ratio, but that in residential
sector is much higher. This suggests that the overestimation
of BC/CO ratio in the inventory is most likely caused by the
overestimation of this ratio in residential sources. Therefore,
BC emissions from the residential sector need to have a lower
share in the total emissions of BC and/or a much lower BC/CO
emission ratio. This is consistent with the recent bottom-up
CO inventory of Zhao et al. [2012], which indicated that the
bottom-up CO emissions had a bias of 20% over China as a
whole but large uncertainty exists in residential sector. They
suggested that the contribution of residential sector to overall
CO emissions had decreased from 40% in 2005 to 34% in
2009 because of the increasing combustion efﬁciency. Therefore, the BC/CO emission ratio and presumably BC contributions in residential sector should be reduced.
4.4. Comparison With Other Studies
[38] Our top-down estimate of China BC emissions
(1.80 Tg/yr in 2006) is very close to the bottom-up emission inventory of Zhang et al. [2009] for the same year
(1.81 Tg/yr). In another top-down estimate also based
on the same bottom-up inventory, Kondo et al. [2011b]
used continuous BC measurements at a remote island
(Hedo, Japan) outside China. They made a careful selection
of the observations to identify which data represented the
emissions from China without being signiﬁcant inﬂuenced
by wet removal. Their estimate of China’s BC emissions was
1.92 Tg/yr, 7% larger than our top-down estimate. Although
both studies used continuous hourly measurements with data
screening as constraints, Kondo et al. [2011b] relied on one
downwind site to constrain the total emissions from China,
whereas we employed multiple sites inside China to give both
national and regional emission estimates. Two other bottomup emission inventories have been often used in previous
studies, Bond et al. [2004] and Cofala et al. [2007]. They
reported China’s total emissions in 2000 of 1.36 Tg and
2.06 Tg, about 25% lower and 14% higher than our topdown estimate, respectively. Although their emission estimates are for a different year (2000), both are inside our
uncertainty range (36%). Considering the regional differences,
our top-down BC emissions for NEC, CSC, CC, NCP, and
YRD are 11%, 1%, 390%, 50%, and 88% higher than those
reported in Bond et al. [2004] by region, respectively.
[39] Our top-down analysis suggests that national total BC
emissions over China are close to the bottom-up inventory
of Zhang et al. [2009], while regional emissions are generally within 36% of that inventory except for CSC. Many

previous modeling studies indicated BC emissions in China
have been largely underestimated by at least 50% [Koch
et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2011a; Park et al., 2005]. These
studies relied on measurements with coarse temporal resolution (yearly or monthly mean data) to quantify model biases,
and some of them even included urban observations along
with rural ones. As illustrated before, some of the measurements may not be appropriate to represent the average BC
emissions in a region. Moreover, the models used in these
studies were also with coarser resolutions than our model,
often coarser than 2  2.5 , which made their comparisons
more subject to the representativeness error of observations
for a large grid. The limitation of both measurement data
and models are likely to introduce biases in the top-down
estimates of Chinese BC emissions. One study using hourly
measurements [Hakami et al., 2005] found that the inventory
of Street et al. [2003a] (0.91 Tg/yr) overestimated BC emissions by 80% over Southeastern China but underestimated
BC emissions by 40% and 10% in Northeastern China
and Beijing, respectively. Considering the large difference
between the inventory of Street et al. [2003a] and Zhang
et al. [2009], the results from Hakami et al. [2005] are not
consistent with the above-mentioned studies or our estimate.
Since their analysis was based on BC observations outside
China, the inﬂuence of transport and deposition can signiﬁcantly affect their results. A more recent top-down analysis by Fu et al. [2012], which used the same nested-grid
GEOS-Chem model as our study, concluded that all
bottom-up inventories have underestimated Chinese BC
emissions by at least 60%. Their emission estimate was
3.05  0.78 Tg/yr for China, about 69% larger than our
estimate (1.80  0.65 Tg/yr). They used monthly mean data
at several selected Chinese rural sites (including LFS, GLS,
and TYS), which are subject to larger representativeness
errors than hourly observations. They did not exclude the
impact of the model’s resolution or wet removal on their topdown emission estimates. Furthermore, their estimate was
calculated based on one regression relationship between
model results and observations at all the observation sites in
China, which did not consider the regional differences. To
summarize, previous analyses reporting that BC emissions
were largely underestimated throughout China did not account
for representativeness errors caused by site location, temporal
resolution of measurements, and the model’s spatial resolution. Based on the comparison between monthly and hourly
data as model constraints, we have shown that temporal
resolution causes signiﬁcant biases in the top-down emissions.

5.

Conclusion and Implication

[40] We simulated BC in China using a 3-D chemical
transport model and estimated the BC emissions by comparing the modeled concentrations with surface observations at
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two continuous and three discontinuous rural sites (either
mountain or island) with measurements lasting for at least
three seasons. For the two continuous sites (MY and CM),
we found that the inferred model bias using hourly observations were very different from that inferred from monthly
mean observations. For example, the model bias at CM
changed from +42% (monthly observations) to 22% (hourly
observations). We argue that hourly observations should be a
better choice than monthly mean observations to derive the
top-down emissions of BC because arithmetic mean observations averaged at monthly time steps can be greatly inﬂuenced
by outliers or missing data. Our further analysis pointed out
that there are intrinsic biases with the grid-based models in
simulating high pollution events and wet removal processes
and these model biases should not be translated as the emission biases. After excluding those data heavily inﬂuenced by
the two types of model process biases, the mean difference
between modeled and observed BC concentrations decreased
from 11% to 2% at MY and from 22% to +1% at CM.
Back trajectories analysis was used to deﬁne the regions which
can be represented by these sites. Based on these analyses, our
study concludes that the bottom-up inventory of Zhang et al.
[2009] has overestimated regional BC emissions by 27%,
36%, and 1% over NEC, CSC, and YRD but underestimated
by 74% and 2% over CC and NCP, respectively. The larger
uncertainties assigned to the top-down emission estimates
over NEC, CSC, and CC reﬂect the potential bias resulting
from the use of monthly mean observations as observational
constraints. Our ﬁnal top-down estimate of China BC emissions is 1.80  0.65 Tg/yr.
[41] Our top-down BC emission estimate is very close to
the bottom-up inventory of Zhang et al. [2009] and within
35% difference compared with the inventory of Bond et al.
[2004] and Cofala et al. [2007]. Many previous modeling
studies have indicated that BC emissions in China were
highly underestimated by bottom-up inventories. Most of
them did not account for representativeness errors caused
by site location, temporal resolution of measurements, and
the model’s spatial resolution. A majority of previous studies used either yearly or monthly mean observations from
discontinuous measurements or mixed urban observations
with rural observations, which could not represent the regional
emissions and were not appropriate to be compared with
model simulations, especially when they used a model with
a coarse spatial resolution. Difﬁculties in quantifying Chinese
emissions of BC may also affect other model studies of BC.
For example, in order to reproduce observed concentrations
in the Arctic, Wang et al. [2011a] increased the BC emissions
in China by up to 100%. Our estimate indicates that BC emission inventories in China may not be as inaccurate as previous
studies suggested, though continued careful analysis of both
the representativeness of observations and the model deﬁciencies is needed.
[42] This study has two clear limitations that need to be
solved in the future. First, we only have continuous observations from two surface sites. Monthly mean observations
from the other three rural sites may cause quite large uncertainty in our top-down emission estimate. Furthermore, we
used observations from one site to infer emissions from a
large region (Figure 2). This introduces the representativeness error and aggregation error. We reduced the representativeness error by using back trajectories to deﬁne the regions

and by excluding plume episodes not reﬂecting typical emission conditions. By assuming a uniform emission adjustment
per region instead of letting emissions be adjusted heterogeneously, our top-down analysis is still subject to aggregation
error, which can be large for some regions as discussed in
section 4.2. More rural observations with higher temporal
resolution are needed across different spatial regions of China.
Second, although our analysis indicated that there were biases
in the model’s wet removal process, we cannot quantify or
correct for this bias. Future studies will be needed to conduct
more continuous BC measurements in China both at surface
sites and through aircraft measurements.
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